CALL FOR PAPERS
MACAU JOURNAL OF BRAZILIAN STUDIES
SPECIAL ISSUE 2019

CHINESE ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE IN BRAZIL AND LATIN AMERICA: BETWEEN
POLICY SHIFTS AND EMERGING PARADIGMS
The Macau Journal of Brazilian Studies invites submissions for a special issue on Chinese
Economic Approaches to Brazil and Latin America to be published in 2019. The issue will be
edited by guest editors Professors Michelle Ratton Sanchez Badin (Fundação Getulio
Vargas, São Paulo) and Fabio Morosini (Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto
Alegre).
China has significantly increased its trade, investment and financing flows into Latin America
in the last two decades. As a less traditional partner of the Latin American region, new
foreign policies patterns are emerging from the encounter of China with the region. In this
call, we wish to explore a variety of issues involving China’s increasing presence in the
region, such as key changes that China is promoting in the Latin America economic order,
and whether Chinese socio/legal/economic/political approaches to economic governance
innovate in relation to existing patterns and in which ways.
This call for papers invites submissions from a variety of areas responding to these
emerging concerns and challenges, from different standpoints, which can vary from
empirical and descriptive/analytical to prescriptive approaches. Thus, this call and its Guest
Editors encourage submissions on a variety of topics within the social sciences. While the
call is open to analysis involving other countries in the region, given the scope of the Journal,
we will prioritize contributions focused on Brazil/China relations. Suggested topics include,
but are not limited to:
1. The economic impacts of China’s trade and investment flows in Latin America: number,
sectors, strategies.
2. Histories of China/Brazil bilateral relations.
3. Beyond the liberal and illiberal economic order debate: What patterns emerge from the
Chinese way of running economic matters?
4. Is there such a thing as Chinese economic order and how does it look like in its
encounter with Latin America?
5. The Belt and Road initiative and its impact on Latin America: rhetoric vs.practice.
6. China as an influential actor: the promotion of a Chinese view of international order.
7. Critical analysis of Sino partnership and its implications for Latin American.
8. China/Latin America/Brazil: research methods.
9. China/Latin America/Brazil: critical approaches.
· THE JOURNAL
The Macau Journal of Brazilian Studies is a double-blind peer-reviewed journal which
publishes academic papers related to theoretical support and constructive initiatives for the
China – Brazil relations. It is published by Macau Association for Brazilian Studies and aims
to provide a leading international forum for in-depth Brazilian studies from a wide array of
perspectives.
· SUBMISSION PROCESS
Manuscripts may be submitted in English. The Macau Association for Brazilian Studies
maintains the rights to translate and publish the accepted manuscripts in other languages.

Manuscript revisions will be in the language of submission.
It adopts a double-blind peer-review policy. The deadline for submission is 28 February
2019.
· MANUSCRIPT STRUCTURE
Macau Journal of Brazilian Studies (MJBS) invites authors to submit original manuscripts on
all aspects of issues related to Brazilian studies. It is assumed that the submission of a
manuscript to the MJBS signals that it has not been and will not be, submitted elsewhere at
the same time. Papers scheduled for the future publication in book form will be considered,
provided they would appear first in MJBS.
– GENERAL GUIDELINES
· Manuscripts should be written in Times New Roman, size 12, space between lines 1.5
throughout the manuscript (including all quotations, endnotes and references).
· Pages should be numbered consecutively.
· Notes should be listed consecutively at the end of the article (endnotes), and clearly
marked in the text at the point of punctuation by superior numbers. Endnotes should be used
for clarification purposes only.
· Manuscripts must be submitted in Word format (.doc). PDF files will not be accepted.
· All the authors of a paper must attach their short curriculum vitae (CV), which must consist
of a single one paragraph-text of 100-120 words in length, each. This is to be done online
during the submission process.
· The affiliations of all named co-authors should be the affiliation where the research was
conducted. If any of the named co-authors moves affiliation during the peer review process,
the new affiliation can be given as a footnote. Please note that no changes to affiliation can
be made after the article is accepted.
· All manuscripts submitted should be free from jargon and be written as clearly and
concisely as possible. Non-discriminatory language is mandatory. Sexist or racist terms must
not be used.
· Prospective authors should submit their manuscripts through e-mail
at:brazilianstudies@163.com.
– FORMAT
Articles should be based on original research and develop an original argument falling within
the scope of the journal. The articles are subjected to a blind-peer review and must include:
· Title
· Abstract of up to 200 words
· 5-7 keywords
· Main text
· References (at the end of the article)
· Footnotes
· Acknowledgements (if appropriate)
· Table(s) and Figure(s) with caption(s) (on individual files) (if appropriate)
· FURTHER INFORMATION
For questions regarding the content of this special issue, please contact:
Professor Dr. Michelle Ratton Sanchez Badin – Guest Editor
Michelle.Sanchez@fgv.br
Professor Dr. Fabio Morosini – Guest Editor
fabio.morosini@ufrgs.br

